
Here 
are zour 
secret 

planzzz!

Thank you, 
Antelope!

( I vas 
nevah hier! )

Dum de 
dum…

Um-hm… 
Yes, I see!

shot off rockets!
made slime!

slacklined!

created arduino circuitboards!

made stuffies!

Got in some beach time!

Studied 
the stars!

Made beautiful paintings!made masks!



created 
digital art 
with 
satellite 
images!

designed 
cities!

Got our hair done!

Played with electricity!

Built Forts!

Learned Kamishibai - and then 
performed on the camino)!

Designed 
houses for 
exoplanets!

it was a 
beautiful 

summer day 
at the 

beach…

hmm, 
maybe that 
wasn’t very 
nice of me

no!!! My 
castle!

hahaha, 
my job here is 

done!

hey 
do you 

want some 
help 

rebuilding 
that

this 
is gonna 
turn out 
great!

Made our 
own Comics!

drummed!

Made
Artbots!

modelled clay… 
blindfolded!



it was a 
beautiful 

summer day 
at the 

beach…

hmm, 
maybe that 
wasn’t very 
nice of me

no!!! My 
castle!

hahaha, 
my job here is 

done!

hey 
do you 

want some 
help 

rebuilding 
that

this 
is gonna 
turn out 
great!



The city bank!

THE NEW GNOME-CITY…

MMM…A GOOD 
MUSHROOM!THE ANTONIO’S HOUSE!

antonio



antonio

i 
don’t like 

my house it’s 
too clean

antonio eating the 
delicious mushroom

antonio is going to 
the city 

i 
think i am 
gonna to 

assault the 
bank

yeahhh i did 
it!!!



Here 
are zour 
secret 

planzzz!

Thank you, 
Antelope!

( I vas 
nevah hier! )

Dum de 
dum…

Um-hm… 
Yes, I see!



Oh, a 
Guard!

I’m Bob the 
Guard, and You 

shall not 
pass!!!!

Oooooh…. 
the pain! I 

can’t take the 
abuse!

…And our hero cantaloup climbs toward the secret lair…

But Bob is no 
match for 
cantaloup!



Found it!

Great!!!
And I 

found the 
Gem!

Ohhhhhhhhh…. 
Ahhhhhhhhh

Mission 
Complete!

Yay!

The Producers!



AFTER A LONG NIGHT 
OF REST, THE 

FARMERS WAKE UP TO 
TEND TO THE CROPS.

THEY WORKED HARD ALL MORNING…

PLOWING AND 
FEEDING THE 

ANIMALS.

MOO!

IT WAS A RELATIVELY NORMAL DAY…

…BUT DANGEROUS 
CREATURES LURK IN 

THE GRASS.

THE COW HAS BEEN BITTEN, 
TRANSFORMING THEM INTO A MUTANT 

FLESH EATING MONSTROSITY!

THERE’S ONLY 
ONE WAY TO HANDLE 

THIS…

I’LL GET 
THE LASER 

GUNS!



PEW 
PEW!

the farmers 
blast away at the 

mutant cows.

When all of 
a sudden…

a portal opened 
in the barn, a 
portal to a 

planet populated 
entirely by 

mutated alien 
cows!

run!!!!

a terrible insidious 
creature emerges 
from the portal!

i have 
come to 

avenge my 
brothers!

moo!



we 
are gonna 
need some 

more 
lasers…

open 
fire!!!

they ran as fast as 
they could…

but they knew they 
had to fight off the 
milky menace.

they fought until they 
were completely out 
of ammo… and then 
they ran some more.

they make their way 
to the escape ship…

earth has been 
completely overrun 
by the mutant cows.

that was 
close!

the only way to save 
themselves was to blow 
up the entire planet.

the guys give up their life of farm work 
to become hardened space-cow hunters, 
making their way to the home planet of 
the mutant cows to destroy them from 
their source. will they survive? will 

humanity prevail?

 written by mateo and aarya



RJ 
Rebmann!

Mariana 
Muñoz!

Matthew and James McAnanama for Arduino

Artash Nath for D.I.Y. Astronomy

Arushi Nath for Satellite Data Art

Jim Ridge for Kamishibai

Cam Howey for Electrical 101

Russell Thomas for Painting

Denise Pinto for Imaginary Cities

Ginny Santos for House of the future (on other planets)

Tony Esteves for Slacklining

Vareia Boxill for Slime, Artbots, and Canister Rockets

Terri Segal for drumming

Matias Larzabal for fun art challenges at 5pm “Clubs” time

And our Chiquitas:

And of course, thanks to the Mindcamp Adults for 
appreciating the “special Secret Sauce” the Youth 
Program brings.

Matti 
Rivers-
Moore!

Franca 
Leeson!


